NOT TO SCALE

Proposed Land Use of RMP 2015 or that these are legal/illegal.

7. The Existing land use (ELU) denoted on the maps do not mean grant of permission to existing buildings/developments in violation to the

and duly keeping in view standard and inherent errors in scaling, geo-referencing, edge-matching and stretching.

4. All village revenue maps overlaid on base features have been incorporated from satellite image and other sources are only indicative

situation as per ground condition/actual measurement survey shall prevail.

to and these shall prevail in the context of the Base map and/or existing land use map.

for measurements or used for calculation of areas and related measurements. For any references related to village or parcel boundaries, or

have been derived from other map sources. Therefore, the sites or land parcels indicated on these maps should not be scaled or used

of clistance.